Untergang Undergraduate Philosophy Conference

Saturday, May 17, 2014
10am-5pm
Lokey Education Building Room 276

- Check-in & Refreshments UO Catering/Sweet Life 10:00
- Hannah Dilday Nature Unbound: The Ontology of the Απορια as a Manifest Response to the Paradigmatic Limitations of the Consciousness, and the Extended Body 10:30
- Goncheh Azadeh A Philosophical Analysis Concerning the Existence of Self-Identity Throughout Time 11:00
- Chase Huff Red and White: Double Education in American Indian Thought 11:40
- Ashley Needham Creole Languages as a Reaction to Political Economy, a Mechanism for Afro-Descendants to Gain Political Agency and a vehicle to obtain Freedom from Colonizers 12:10
- Lunch UO Catering/ Sweet Life 12:40
- Kelsey Elliot Post-Racial? Or Just Another Brick in the Wall? 1:10
- Alex Harris The Psychological Mechanisms of Oppression 1:40
- Jun You Foundation of Morality: Denial of Utilitarianism and the Introduction of Empathy 2:20
- Claire Ritchie “Boys don’t cry” From the Standpoint of Virtue Ethics and Care Ethics 2:50
- Valeria Levkovskaya Software Without History: Disciplinary Power and The Women of the ENIAC 3:20

Keynote: Dr. Rocio Zambrana
Immanent Critique and the Case of Puerto Rican National Identity 4:00pm

Lunch, and refreshments from UO Catering desert donated by Sweet Life!